
High School Curriculum: Arguments/Persuasion     - 2011 

9th Grade 
Arguments - Students will write a 5 paragraph (2-3 page) argumentative essay.  Students will 

have more freedom of choice of topics.  They will explore areas of interest to form an 

argument.  Students may begin to argue more complex issues such as civil rights or 

environmental issues.  Students will also use more source material (2-3) to support their claims. 

 

These are some of the skills and strategies which will be utilized by students: 
 

• note-taking, including the following: 

o summarizing, categorizing, and reacting directly on the texts 

o use of index cards, with correct labeling to facilitate MLA citations in paper 
•         Outlining/Planning 
•         Using supportive claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence 

      •         Students will also continue to assess the validity of sources.  

        Students will be asked to evaluate the quality of their sources to make sure  that                                

they are reliable. 
•         Analyzing the impact of an event or issue from personal, peer group, and 

community perspectives. 
•         Avoiding plagiarism by refining skills such as summarizing, paraphrasing and 

quoting.  
•         Students will acknowledge and discuss one of the opposition's viewpoints and 

refute it in a body paragraph. 
•         Students will use MLA format to cite sources within the text and will complete a 

separate works cited (2 - 3 Sources). 
 

Note:  As part of the essay writing process for this multi-draft essay, students will review and 

apply their knowledge of essay structure which includes the following: 

  
•         Introduction 
•         Thesis Statement 
•         Body Paragraphs 
•         Transitions 
•         Conclusion 

 

These essay components will be reinforced throughout the process of writing this essay 

through means such as class discussion, note taking, and application in the outline for 

the essay. 

 



High School Curriculum: Literature Analysis 

9th Grade 
Thematic Essay - Students will write a thematic essay that is at least 5 paragraphs in length. In 

this essay they will establish a theme and develop it with supporting details from the literature. 

In their 3-4 well-supported paragraphs, they will blend in several literary elements as well as 

apt quotations from the literature.  Students may be use historical and cultural based 

documents and perspectives in their essays. 

  

Skills will include: 

  
•         Creating and refining an individual thematic statement in response to a variety of 

genres.  And then, they will create a clear thesis statement for the essay’s introduction. 
•         Developing a theme using a sequential and cohesive organizational pattern. 
•         Creating an introduction that clearly establishes the theme, sequence, and criteria 

for the thematic essay. 
• Using sufficient and relevant details from the text, including quotations. 

• Clearly and skillfully blending in literary elements as part of their support. 

•        Establishing an outline specific to the thematic essay that clearly states the theme in 

a thesis statement, the focus of each body paragraph, and the supporting examples to 

be used in the paragraphs. 
•         Applying information from the outline to create a polished formal essay. 
•         Utilizing effective transitional statements between paragraphs to clearly connect 

ideas in the essay—goal is to build a theme, to present--and connect-- pieces of it to 

create a whole. 

  

  
Note:  As part of the essay writing process, students will learn and apply their knowledge of 

essay structure which includes the following: 

  
•         Introduction 
•         Thesis Statement 
•         Body Paragraphs 
•         Transitions 

• Conclusions 

 

 



High School Curriculum: Critical Lens 

9th Grade 
Critical Lens Essay:  Students will write a 3-4 page critical lens essay that is six paragraphs in 

length. They will do this in to order to build on the skills learned and practiced earlier in the 

year during the process of writing the thematic essay, and to prepare them for the English 

Regents. 

  

Students will be able to: 

• Provide a valid interpretation of the a critical lens statement. 

•        Select relevant pieces of literature which they can effectively relate to their 

interpretation of the critical lens statement. 
•         Identify meaningful supporting details for both pieces of literature. 
•         Create an outline structure specific to the critical lens, building on the outline skills 

they used earlier in the year while drafting the thematic essay. 
•         Include at least 2 literary elements/terms within the body paragraphs.  They will be 

able to smoothly blend in and develop these in paragraphs. 
•         Apply traditional paragraph and essay structures in their essay, now relating that 

specifically to the critical lens structure. 

 

Notes:  This essay will be written after the thematic essay, probably later in the year, as 

the two are closely related.  In effect, the critical lens essay is different in that students 

are given a theme (and asked to refine it and then write an essay supporting it), and 

they must relate it to two pieces of literature, rather than one. 

 

Hence, as students write this essay many of the same skills and strategies taught/used in the 

thematic essay will be reinforced. Therefore, throughout the writing process of this multiple 

draft essay, students will be shown how to apply these skills and strategies so that they are able 

to write a high level critical lens essay. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



High School Curriculum: Research 

9th Grade 
Research – Students will write an approximately 4-5 page research paper, likely informational 

in nature.  Students will conduct a research project to answer a question, gathering information 

from multiple print and digital sources and utilizing the MLA style in the paper.  

  

Skills will include: 

  
•         Expanding their use of resources online and in print including:  books, periodicals, 

newspapers, personal interviews, e-mail, graphic representations, etc. 
•         Exploring and refining a topic of interest. Possibly exploring topics dealing with 

different cultures and world viewpoints. 
•         Using multiple authoritative (professional) print and digital sources. 
•         Assessing the usefulness of each source in answering the research question. 
•          Students will continue to improve their ability to assess the validity and reliability of 

sources.   They will assess whether the reasoning is valid, the evidence is relevant and 

sufficient while identifying false statements and fallacious reasoning. 
•         Maintaining the flow of ideas; creating cohesion between divisions of their paper. 
•         Quoting, paraphrasing, and summarizing skills will all be practiced in class activities 

and then utilized on note cards and in the writing of the paper. 
 •        Avoiding plagiarism through the use of good note taking skills and proper use of the 

MLA style. 
 •         Drawing evidence from informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and 

research. 
•         Following a standard MLA format for both in-text citations and in the works cited 

list. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



High School Curriculum: Informative/Explanatory 

9th Grade 
Students will write either several compare/contrast paragraphs this year or an essay utilizing 

these rhetorical strategies.  They will continue to build on the various compare and contrast 

paragraph and essay structures learned in middle school for as they engage in the same writing 

processes that they have used previously. 
  
Examples of possible topics: 

        •         Court Cases 
•         Presidents/politics 
•         Current Events  
•         Poem and a passage 
•         Characters in one novel; two characters in different novels 

 

Skills will include: 

 

• Defining previous paragraphs and essay structures, with examples used to clarify.  For 

example: 

o Split paragraph form 

o Paragraph by paragraph form 

o A combination of these two for use in an essay 

• Creating paragraph and essay forms specific to this form. For example: 

o Topic sentences  

o Closing sentences 

o Analysis 

o Thesis statements 

• Outline and graphic organizer skills specific to this form  

• Possibly utilizing research and MLA skills as they create paragraphs or essays. 

 

Notes: The compare and contrast form is unique. It is also not as natural a form of writing as 

some of the others.  For these reasons it is very important that students review previous 

structures used and that these are also modeled for them using student and/or professional 

models. In addition, the outline structures for this form will be different from those used in 

other rhetorical strategies. Therefore, reviewing previous outline structures used, and 

introducing new ones, is essential—each of the steps along the way involves a different skill, one 

that will facilitate the writing of paragraphs or essays. 

 

 


